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Abstra t. The Fren h institute ina is interested in ontologies in order
to des ribe the ontent of audiovisual do uments. Methodologies and
tools for building su h obje ts exist, but few propose omplete guidelines
to help the user to organize the key omponents of ontologies: subsumption hierar hies. This arti le proposes to use a methodology introdu ing
a lear semanti ommitment to normalize the meaning of the on epts.
We have implemented this methodology in an editor, DOE, omplementary to other existing tools, and used it to develop several ontologies.

1 Introdu tion

With the emergen e of te hni al systems whi h exploit numeri al ontents, a essing and pro essing information are evolving at a fair rate. The Fren h institute ina4 has to manage large multimedia and audio-visual databases, a task
that in ludes allowing an a ess as eÆ ient as possible to the data stored. ina is
thus greatly on erned with indexing { the ore of its mission {, whi h implies
dealing with ontologies to reate relevant ontent des ription of the audio-visual
do uments.
While trying to use ontologies, one soon has to fa e the problem of the way
they are designed, espe ially in regard to taxonomy stru turation. Indeed, it is
a knowledged that the taxonomies of domain on epts are key omponents of
the built ontologies. Consequently, we sear hed for a methodologi al approa h
that would give guidelines to stru ture taxonomies (Se tion 2). We laim that
none of these methodologies for e the ontologist to expli it the real meanings of
the on epts and onsider thereafter a possible solution, using natural language.
We detail the three steps of a methodology proposal (Se tion 3) and present a
tool implementing it, before on luding (Se tion 4).
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ina (Institut National de l'Audiovisuel ) has been ar hiving TV do uments for 45
years and radio do uments for 60 years. It stores more than 700 000 hours of broadast programs (3 000 000 audio-visual do uments) and some 2 000 000 images.

2

Whi h Methodology for Building Ontologies?

2.1

A Work Still in Progress

Many approa hes (for a omplete survey, the reader an refer to the OntoWeb
Te hni al RoadMap5 ) have been reported to build ontologies, but few fully detail
the steps needed to obtain and stru ture the taxonomies. For instan e, Methontology, proposed by the LAI of Madrid [2℄, is rather interested in giving methodologi al outlines for the whole pro ess of ontology engineering. It fo uses on the
life y le and the ordering of the general steps to develop these ontologies: identify the purpose of the information system, olle t the relevant information for
knowledge a quisition, evaluate the results, et . Obviously, all these tasks are
essential a ording to an \ontologi al engineering" point of view. However, the
on eptualization step, in whi h the on epts and the relations between them are
aptured, has to be detailed. For example, Methontology proposes to build
the ontology at the knowledge level using a set of intermediate representations.
Although the taxonomy is one of these representations, the methodology does
not stress on the way to lassify the on epts in it.
2.2

Requirements for a Methodology Fo using on Natural Language

We laim that none of the existing methodologies for e the ontologist to expli it
the real meaning of the on epts in the most natural way: using natural language (NL). A tually, some methodologies re ommend using NL to expli it the
meaning of the on epts inside omments or through do uments surrounding
the modeling pro ess, but not in a prin ipled way. The terms used to denote
the on epts are still liable to multiple interpretations. This results in possible
misunderstandings and onsequently bad modeling and use of the ontology. As
a solution, we suggest to follow an evolved version of methodologi al guidelines
that were rst outlined in [1℄.
The rst problem to fa e is the under-determination of meaning: every expression in language has its meaning ontextually de ned, sin e interpretation
may vary a ording to the ontext (a spe i appli ation). Modeling will thus
onsist in hoosing linguisti labels and asso iating with them a relevant and
non- ontextual semanti s. The problem is then to determine whi h kind of semanti s and how to use it in a normalization e ort.
Se ond, de ning a linguisti meaning is not suÆ ient to spe ify a system. A
usual approa h onsists in asso iating a formal semanti s with on epts. Formal
semanti s allows a mathemati al modeling of the linguisti meaning as well as
of the system behavior. The ontologist needs a semanti s formal enough to efiently spe ify omputations, and yet lose enough to the knowledge level to
make these omputations intelligible.
Finally, an ontology has to introdu e knowledge primitives whi h will be the
building blo ks for programming a Knowledge-Based System (KBS). From this
5
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point of view, a label will be used in rules, or grammars, or inferen es, to perform
omputation. The asso iated semanti s is here a omputational or operational
one.

3

Methodology

The three steps we propose onsist in a semanti normalization of the terms
introdu ed in the ontology, followed by a formalization of the meaning of the
knowledge primitives obtained and an operationalization using knowledge representation languages. The two last steps are not very di erent from what an
be found in other methodologies. The point is the way they are now integrated
in a pro ess aimed at making ontology development and use easier.

3.1

First Step: Semanti

Normalization

The goal of the rst step of this methodology is to rea h a semanti agreement
about the meaning of the labels used for naming the on epts. Natural language
is usually the best a ess to the knowledge of a domain. In ina, the ar hivists use
a olle tion of textual do uments that are delivered with TV programs. Hen e, it
seems natural to look for possible labels, andidates for future primitives, within
these do uments.
One of our ontologies deals with the eld of y ling ra e, espe ially the Tour
de Fran e event. During the analysis of that domain we dis overed, for instan e,
numerous terms referring to human beings who do not play obviously similar
roles in a y ling ra e : ra e y list, spe tator, team manager, reporter,
ra e supervisor, limber, wheeler, sprinter. . .
After having extra ted labels, the ontologist has to spe ify their meaning
learly, and therefore to use a relevant semanti theory. We are going to build
a di erential ontology whi h will turn these terms into notions based on differential semanti s ([3℄). Pra ti ally, the ontologist has to be able to express
the similarities and di eren es of ea h notion with respe t to its neighbors: its
parent-notion and its siblings-notions. The result is a taxonomy of notions, where

the meaning of a node is given by the gathering of all similarities and di eren es
atta hed to the notions found on the way from the root notion (the more generi )
to this node.
We propose four prin iples to render expli it this information:
{
{

{
{

The similarity with parent prin iple (or SWP): expli its why the notion
inherits properties of the one that subsumes it;
The similarity with siblings prin iple (or SWS): gives a semanti axis, a
property { assuming ex lusive values { allowing to ompare the notion with
its siblings.
The di eren e with siblings prin iple (or DWS): pre ises here the property
allowing to distinguish the notion from its siblings;
The di eren e with parent prin iple (or DWP): expli its the di eren e allowing to distinguish the notion from its parent;

In the example given above, we an noti e that terms like limber, wheeler
and sprinter refer to ra e y lists who are employed by teams. A tually, all
the people who usually attend the Tour de Fran e do not play the same role. We
an thereby gather these terms a ording to the role people play during the ra e.
Thus, the notion Person an be spe ialized in three new notions { Ra e Staff
Member, Team Member and Spe tator { following the di erential prin iples given
below:
! For all the following notions
swp: he is a person
sws: a property pre ises why the person is present during the ra e

! Ra e Staff Member
he is a redited by the ra e management
! Team Member
dws: he is employed by a team that takes part in the ra e
! Spe tator
dws: he is neither a redited by the ra e management, nor employed by a team that
takes part in the ra e
! For all these notions
dwp: fswsg + fdwsg
dws:

A tually, all those prin iples do not have the same methodologi al status. First,
we have noti ed that the SWP and SWS prin iples are shared among the notions from the same siblings. Se ond, the DWP prin iple has often proved to
be the sum of the prin iples SWS and DWS : we give rstly a means to reate a di eren e, and then we put it in a on rete form to nalize the on ept
de nition.
3.2

Se ond Step: Knowledge Formalization

The ontologi al tree obtained in the rst step allows to disambiguate the notions
and to larify their meanings for a domain-spe i appli ation. The transition
to extensional semanti s aims at linking the notions to a set of referents. The

notions be ome on epts behaving as formal primitives and being part of a referential ontology. Ea h on ept refers to a set of obje ts in the domain (its
extension ). Therefore, we an use the operations that exist for sets (i.e. union,
interse tion or omplementary) in order to obtain new on epts.
The omparison of extensions allows to de ne an extensional inheritan e relation between on epts: one is subsumed by another if and only if its extension
is in luded in its parent's extension. The subsumption relations of the di erential ontology are still true in the referential ontology, but additional nodes
may hange the tree stru ture. For instan e, Climber and Wheeler are ex lusive
notions, but the mat hing formal on epts an have extensions with ommon
individuals. Typi ally, the ra e y list Lan e Armstrong has these two skills.
Hen e, we an de ne in the referential ontology { with a ne essary and suÆient ondition { a new on ept ClimberAndWheeler to gather su h individuals.
Multiple inheritan e is thereby possible.
Referential semanti s allows to introdu e new de ned on epts but also definitions for existing on epts imported from the di erential ontology. Also, the
ontologist has to pre ise here the arity and domains of the relations. Finally,
the ontologist an add some logi al axioms in relation to part-whole reasoning,
omposition of relations, exhaustive partitions, et . For instan e, we an state
in our y ling ontology that Ra e Staff Member, Team Member and Spe tator
form a disjoint overage of the on ept Person.
3.3

Third Step: Towards a Computational Ontology

The third and last step of the methodology allows to equip the referential onepts with the possible omputational operations available in the appli ation
KBS: this is the omputational ontology. The system uses an operational knowledge representation language whi h allows parti ular inferen es. For a language
based on the on eptual graph formalism, these inferen es are graph operations
(joint, proje tion, et ). For a language based on des ription logi s, these inferen es are mainly subsumption tests and lassi ation.
3.4

Implementing the Methodology: The DOE Editor

DOE 6 (Di erential Ontology Editor ) is a simple prototype that supports the

three steps of the methodology detailed above. It is not intended to bring a
dire t ompetition with other existing environments (like Protege2000, OILed,
OntoEdit or WebODE ). Rather, its purpose is to demonstrate by experimentation how taxonomy stru turing an bene t from the methodology des ribed in
this paper.
During the rst step, the ontologist an enter the de nition of the notions
a ording to our prin iples. The tool automatizes partly this task, following the
observations made in Se tion 3.1. The illustration below shows the interfa e realling our Ra e Staff Member example. For the se ond step, it imports the
6

The tool is available for free at

http://opales.ina.fr/publi /.

taxonomies built previously and allows the ontologist to spe ialize existing onepts and relations, as well as to spe ify the arity and domains of the relations.
Here the editor is able to make some onsisten y he king (propagation of the
arity all along the hierar hy { if spe i ed { and inheritan e of domains). The last
step is implemented by exporting the referential ontology into ommonly-used
KR languages (DAML-OIL, RDFS). This export me hanism also allows to re ne
the ontologies built, using the features supported by other editors.

4

Con lusion and Future Work

In the present methodologies for building ontologies, nothing really for es the
ontologist to assign a lear meaning to on epts, the omments remaining mostly
informal. We have then proposed guidelines, mainly based on linguisti s re ommendations (using di erential semanti s) to expli it the linguisti meaning of
the knowledge primitives of the ontology. The proposed methodology follows
three steps: normalization, formalization and operationalization. We have implemented this methodology in an edition tool prototype, DOE, and several
quite important ontologies have already been built within it. For the future,
we plan to better integrate our solution in a more omplete ontology engineering pro ess, using for instan e the results of terminologi al extra tion tools to
dis over andidate- on epts and andidate-relations.
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